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ABSTRACT

Abstract

Experiment E769 at Fermilab obtained charm hadroproduction data during
the 1987-88 Fixed Target running period with a 250 GeV hadron beam incident

on thin target foils of Be, AI, Cu,and W. From an analysis, of 25% of the
recorded 400M trigger sample we have explored the Feynman x, pt 2 and the

atomic number dependence of charm quark production using samples of D +
and D O mesons.

1. Introduction

Experiment E769 has completed its first analysis pass on 25°£ of the data which

were taken during the Fermilab 1987-88 Fixed Target running period. These data

were collected using a 250 GeV hadron beam, with _r, K, and p identification, inci-

dent on a foil target assembly with four materials: Be, AI, Cu, and W, segmented

in the beam direction. The total data set contains 400 M triggers, with about 130

M negative beam events: 85O£ _r, and 15% K and 270 M positive beam events: 40%

lr, 30% K, and 30O£ p. The principal focus of the experiment is to measure the char-
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acteristi_s of charm hadroproduction, including the total charm cross section, and
the dependence of the cross-section on the Feynman x, pt 2, target atomic number
and bearn particle type. p

At a beam energy of 250 GeV, the dominant processes producing charm in
hadron-hadron collisions are expected to be gluon-gluon fusion and, to a lesser de-
gree, quark-antiquark annihilation. Nason, Dawson, and Ellis calculated the contri-
butions of these processes to O(a, 3) for the tota_ [1]and differential [2]cross sections.
Leading particle effects where the charm particle contains a valence quark from
the beam particle are not accomodated in this model. The predicted cross section

is in reasonable agreement with experimental data [3]. Measurement of the total
charm cross section can be used to test the value of the charm quark mass and the
structure functions used in the calculations. Note, however, that in reference 3 the
experiments used a wide range of target materials, from hydrogen to tungsten, and

that to convert the measurements into pN cross sections an A-dependence of A 1'°
was used. Early measurements of the crc_ocA_ dependence indicated that a < 1,
and there is reason to believe a may depend on the variables zF and pc. Leading
particle effects have been reported, but are not established.

2. Apparatus

'The data were collected using the Tagged Photon Spectrometer which is de-
scribed elsewhere [4]. Including upgrades made for this run, the spectrometer con-
sists of 13 planes of Silicon Microstrip vertex Detectors (SMD), 35 planes of drift
chambers, two threshold Cerenkov counters, and electromagnetic and hadronic
calorimeters. The following enhancements were made to the apparatus for these
data: 1) beam particle identification and tracking for the incident hadron, 2) two
additional 25#m SMD planes immediately downstream of the target, 3) two y mea-
surement proportional wire chambers with 2mm spacing before the first analysis
magnet, 4) improved data acquisition capable of logging 400 events/second with a
40% dead time [5]. The silicon vertex detector provides typical vertex resolutions of

20#m transverse to and 300#m along the beam direction. The detector has" an angu-
lar acceptance of 4-100 mr. A trigger based on multiplicity and the total transverse
energy in the forward calorimeters is used to enhance the charm sample.

The beam was tagged using two devices, a differential Cerenkov counter, and
a transition radiation detector (TR.D). The Differential Isochronous Self-focusing
Cerenkov counter [8] (DISC) wa_s 50 % efficient for tagging kaons at a pion con-
tamination level of less than 5% and it was operated in this mode for most of the

run. However , we recorded nearly 60M triggers for which the DISC was set to
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trigger on protons. A 24 module TRD with polypropylene radiators and xenon-
filled proportional chambers was employed to tag pions with a 95% efficiency and

' a contamination level of < 3% from protons or kaons [71.

3. Analysis and Results
#

The subset of the data reported here contains about IIOM negative beam trig-
gers, principally pion induced. From this sample of the data, we have extracted
charm signalsforthemodes O+--+ K-_r+Tr+ and D O --*K-_r+. (Throughoutthis

paper,referencestodecaysincludeboth theparticlesand theirchargeconjugates.)

The charm signalsareextractedby formingprimaryvertexcandidatesusingthe
SMD trackinformation.From thelistofverticesforeachevent,theprimaryvertex

istakentobe theone withthelargestnumber ofattachedtracks,and a secondary
decayvertexcandidateischosenBasedon severalcriteria,Then, thesignificance

ofthe primary tosecondaryvertexseparation,SDZ = /kZ/(o'_,,+ cr2z.)I/2,must
be greaterthan 12. Next,foreach trackinthe secondaryca_didatevertex,the

transversedistanceto theprimary,b_,and to the secondary,b,,aredetermined.

A parameter"RATIO" isthendefinedastheproductoftheratiosIli"=ib,/b_,,with
n beingthenumber oftracksin.the secondarydecaymode. The valueofRATIO
must be lessthan 0.006forthe3 body decays,and .06forthe two body decays.

In addition,theimpactparameterofthemomentum vectorofthereconstructedD

with respecttotheprimaryvertexmust be lessthan80#m forthe 3 body decays

and 100#m forthetwo body decays.Also,forthe chargedD's,the decay vertex
locationmust be isolatedby more than 60#m from additionaltracksintheevent.

Finally,the sum ofp_ ofthe D candidatedecaytracksrelativetothe D direction

must be greaterthan .5GeV2/c2.The valuesforthesecutswere chosenbased on
studiesusingMonte Carlogeneratedeventsforsignals,and backgroundeventsfrom

thedata.With thesecutsimposed,signalsizesof7274-44and 5384-36eventsare

observedfortheD + --*K_rlrand D o --,K_r modes respectively(Fig.I).

A preliminaryanalysishasbeenperformedtoextracttheXR and p_distributions,
and the A dependence.AcceptancecorrectedxF distributionsforthe D + and D O

arefitto (i- XR)n. The valuesforn from the two fitsaren = 3.84-0.4forthe
D + (Fig. 2a),and n = 4.1± 0.6forthe D o (Fig. 2b). Shown inFig. 3 are

acceptancecorrectedp_ distributions,withthefitrepresentinge-hP,2. For the D +

and D o samples,the valuesforb are0.984-0.07and 0.95+ 0.09respectively.The

A dependenceisshown inFig. 4a and b forthe D + and D O signalsand thefits

representA° dependence.The valuesfora are0.974-0.07fortheD + and 0.924-0.08

. fortheD °.Alierrorsquotedarestatisticalonly;systematicerrorsarebeingstudied.

The signals are acceptance corrected by a detailed Monte Carlo detector simulation
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using Pythia generation and Lund fragmentation. However, no correction for the
Et trigger has been made yet.

)

4. Summary

A preliminary analysis of the A-dependence, Feynman x and p,2 distributions
of D + and D o production has been performed on 110 M out of a total of 400 M
events. Projecting these signals to the full data sample, and including other decay
modes, yields ,_ 6K fully reconstructed charm decays. This should allow a very
accurate A-dependence measurement, as well as high-statistics studies of leading

particle effects. Efforts are ongoing to study systematic corrections and errors.
Studies are also underway to obtain improved signal to background using Cerenkov
identification. Other charm states and modes will soon be available, including:
D o --_ K-_r+Tr-Tr +, D + -+ K-K+Tr + and A+ ---+pK-Tr +. We also plan to measure
the total cross section and the beam flavor dependence of cha_wn production.
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ment of Energy, the National Science Foundation, the National Science and En-
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Figure 1: Charm signa_ for the decay modes (a) D + -+ K-lr+_ "+ ; 727 4- 44 signal

events and (b) D o --+ K-_ "+ ; 538 4- 36 signal events.
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Figure 3: Acceptance corrected p_ distributions, with the fig representing e-h',_ for
(a) D + _ K-Tr+_r+ and (b) D O _ K-Tr + ; b = 0.98 :h 0.07 and b = 0.95 :i=0.09
respectively.
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' Figure 4: Nuclear A dependence for the(a) D + and (b) D o signals; the fits represent
A =. The values for _ are c_= 0.97 :h 0.07 for the D + and c_ = 0.92 4- 0.08 for the
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